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Olbricht Collection 

Berlin’s Burning Heart 

The show The Moment is Eternity presents photographic works in dialogue with other works of art 
— a cool, aesthetic show 

The Olbricht Collection is one of the largest in the country. A mixture of art and wunderkammer, it is 
without question one of the most exciting. The former doctor and Wella heir Thomas Olbricht has 
brought together many things as a collector. With rare artifacts and contemporary art, he has been 
hot on the tracks of the secretive driving forces of growth and death, sexuality and life — enigmatic, 
imperfect epiphenomenon included. 

Only the name of the showroom — me Collectors Room — is modest, not what’s on view.  
Impertinence is par for the course when Olbricht himself plays curator and wants his audience to 
follow him beyond the boundaries of taboo. This show, however, strikes a different tone, not least of 
all because the focus is on the collection’s photographic works and because the collector handed over 
the curatorial reins to photography gallerist Annette Kicken. 

The result is a mostly cool, aesthetic show, as balanced as Goethe’s poem “Vermächtnis” (Heritage), 
which also provides the words of the exhibition’s title: The Moment is Eternity. The phrase embodies a 
vehement plea for life (“Kein Wesen kann zu Nichts zerfallen!” “No being can dissolve to nothing!”) 
and the suggestion that we rejoice in existence with all of our senses but not without attentive reason. 
Annette Kicken has taken Goethe’s advice to heart but has taken the fright from the memento mori
that runs thematically through the Olbricht Collection. 

Room 1 celebrates the view of the equally beautiful and vulnerable body and invites a comparative 
gaze. In the densely hung ensemble of works on paper and photos, you discover next to “dames” and 
nudes by Otto Dix and Ernst Ludwig Kirchner from the early twentieth century a typical nude photo 
by film producer Russ Meyer, known for his penchant for startling busts (c. 1955). Otto Steinert’s 
abstract negativ print Schwarzer Akt (Black Nude, 1958) is at the center of the group. 

The interplay of the arts is held together — and commented on — by selected objects from the 
wunderkammer. A white peacock, a breeding from the eighteenth century, accompanies the large 
prints hanging on an adjacent wall, where the famous model Kristen McMenamy proffers her boyish, 
shaved body, captured by Helmut Newton in 1995, once in color and once in black and white. 

One’s own image is also inescapable. Upon entering the large hall, your view is drawn to the large 
French funhouse mirror from around 1900, behind that to a photo-realistic portrait of a slightly 
deranged-looking blond, Franz Gertsch’s first portrait of a woman. In the seventeenth century, small, 
artful hourglasses were a constant reminder:  “Remember that you will die.” 

Exciting is the long row of photographic portraits hung shoulder to shoulder on the neighboring wall, 
where Gerhard Richter’s Betty (1991), turning away from her photo-snapping father, and Juergen 
Teller’s picture of the fashion designer Yves Saint Laurent, wont to age, accent the group, placed well 
next to Lisette Model’s done-up American lady (Woman with Veil, San Francisco, 1949). 

The back rooms add nuances of bleakness, which are also continually reversed. The weighty effect 
that Gerhard Richter’s black-and-white cycle of male personalities develops are neutralized by the 64 
small skulls playfully arranged in the vitrine before it. The taxidermy giraffe in the background remains 
an outlier: perhaps a gag for the children? 



By now it has become clear: the theme of becoming and declining has, like the collection, 
encyclopaedic dimensions. Berlin’s burning heart beats at Thomas Olbricht’s me Collectors Room on 
Auguststraße. First satisfy your hunger for lunch with a Mitte-Schnitte sandwich, then your hunger for 
art, and at last that for life. 

Christiane Fricke  

Through April 1, 2019, me Collectors Room Berlin 

______ 
caption: 
Gerhard Richter: Offsetprint (1991) after the oilpainting Betty, 1977
Object from the wunderkammer:: Amber mirror, Danzig, 1650  






